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PURPOSE OF CHARRETTE
The charrette is a process by which information and input 

is obtained from affected stakeholders regarding the 

physical growth/design guidelines of a particular area. 

The subject charrette obtained input from stakeholders, 

residents, and citizens at large in order to establish 

the basic design direction for the development of the 

NW Cape Vision Plan and design alternatives for the 7 

Islands area.
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DESIGN CHARRETTE

The City of Cape Coral hosted a 3-day design charrette, from November 4 – 6, 2015 

to facilitate the Vision Plan for future development in the Northwest Cape and the 7 

Islands.  The charrette was held in the City’s Council Chambers.  The charrette was a 

focused session in which the consultant team of CPH, Dix.Hite + Partners and Stuart and 

Associates, land planners and landscape architects, led the City’s stakeholders through 

an on-site design process, and provided opportunities for input during the design 

period.  A charrette is intended to encourage input and inspiration from all parties, and 

establishes the design framework in which the master plan direction is derived.  With the 

combination of the consultants’ expertise and the local stakeholders’ knowledge, a plan 

forms that meets the goals of the City of Cape Coral.  

DAY ONE
The first day of the charrette consisted of site visits, analysis and contextual inspiration.  

The day ended with a stakeholder session.  This session consisted of an introduction to 

the charrette process/goals, neighborhood character, and neighborhood identification 

input gathering exercises to help define desired characteristics for the vision plan. 

DAY TWO
The second day was a focused design session for both the NW Cape and the 7 Islands.  

At the end of the first day, stakeholders reviewed where the design team was heading 

with the design, and provided the opportunity for additional input prior to heading into the 

final day of design.

DAY THREE
During the third day, the design team refined the design plans based on stakeholders 

input, and presented the findings at the end of the day.  The charrette was well attended, 

and participants included city staff, elected officials and community stakeholders.  At the 

end of the charrette, the design team shared the next steps in the visioning process.  

The design team will take the sketches and master plan direction established during the 

charrette for both the NW Cape and 7 Islands, refining them graphically for presentation 

to the City Council and the community at large.  The design team will also review the 

feasibility of each plan, and will document all in a final report.

The following pages illustrate the charrette process and results from Day 1 to Day 3.
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NOTE:   The charrette process is intended to be a forum to facilitate 

the exchange of ideas and inspiration in a focused time frame. The 

design team sessions are not open to public participation. The 

stakeholder sessions are open to the public.





SITE VISIT • DAYTIME
The project team conducted an on-land and on-water tour of the Northwest Cape, 7 Islands, 

and Northwest Spreader Canal in order to discern the opportunities and constraints of the 

overall site. 

STAKEHOLDER SESSION • EVENING

INPUT GATHERING EXERCISES

• RED DOT/GREEN DOT EXERCISE
Community stakeholders were asked to vote in a visual preference survey. The visual 

survey consisted of contextually appropriate images associated with the elements that 

create a great city, district, and neighborhood.

•  NEIGHBORHOOD MAPPING
Community stakeholders were asked to locate their neighborhoods within the North        

west Sector. 

• WORD ASSOCIATION EXERCISE
Community stakeholders were asked to describe Cape Coral’s current state and what 

they envision for its future. 

•  COMMUNITY ASPIRATIONS
Community stakeholders were asked to review the programming desires from previous      

meetings and add their input.

PUBLIC CHARRETTE:
DAY ONE

NOVEMBER 4, 2015





NW CAPE SITE VISIT

BOAT TOUR 
The boat tour began in Matlacha Pass and took the design team through the Northwest 

Spreader Canal, venturing into Bonefish Canal and the 7 Islands. Viewing the project area from 

the water allowed the design team to gain a better understanding of the aesthetic, ecological, 

form, recreational characteristics, and potential for the Northwest Cape (NWC) and the 7 

Islands area.

LAND TOUR 
The team traveled by car across the parkways and local roads of the NWC. Some 

of the sites visited included Old Burnt Store Road, Charlotte Harbor Preserve State 

Park, Durden Creek, and the 7 Islands. The design team gained valuable insight into 

the opportunities and constraints of the project/study area.

DAY ONE:
SITE VISIT



SITE VISIT
WILDLIFE + HABITAT

charlotte harbor flatwoods

durden creek

osprey nest manatee habitat

mangroves

bottlenose dolphins

pine flatwoods

raptor habitat



spreader canal mangroves

osprey

charlotte harbor preserve

yucca

australian pines affected by herbicide

durden creek



SITE VISIT
RECREATION

boating fishing

scenerykayaking

kayakinghiking

fishing

fishing

adventuring



SITE VISIT
WATERFRONT ACTIVITY

multi-family development

matlacha pass

matlacha pass

matlacha pass

spreader canal

charlotte harbor

bonefish canal matlacha pass



SITE VISIT
INFRASTRUCTURE

bonefish canal bridge

spreader canal closures

spreader canal dredging gator slough weir 

bonefish canal bridge

gator slough seawall

matlacha bridge

creek weir



SITE VISIT
STREETS



interior coves

view of islands from charlotte harbor

view of south island

existing vegetation

spreader canal accessinterior cove

australian pines tropicana park



view of islands from spreader canal

view of islands from spreader canal middle islands

erosion along banks

view of islands from spreader canal

bonfish canal bridge from spreader canal

SITE VISIT
7 ISLANDS

view of spreader canal from south island





OVERALL CONCEPT
The Red Dot/Green Dot Exercise was designed to measure stakeholder preference 

of various images. Attendees were given sheets of red and green stickers and asked 

to place green stickers on the images they liked and red stickers on the images 

they disliked. This allowed the design team to gain a better understanding of the 

community’s desires for the Northwest Cape. Image categories consisted of the 

following:

Canopy

Civic Places

Commercial

Corridors + Connections

Greenways + Blueways

Housing Variety + Diversity

Infrastructure

Natural Lands

Neighborhood Centers

Parks

Schools

Streets

Transportation + Mobility

Urban Form

Walkability

Waterfront Activation

COMMUNITY REACTION
The community stakeholders had an overwhelmingly positive reaction to the exercise. 

The ability to physically identify which images they liked and disliked gave the 

attendees a sense of ownership in the design process. 

Inventory of the images revealed a strong community desire for increased tree canopy, 

traditional Floridian coastal architecture, greenway connections, and walkable streets. 

Small businesses and restaurants, high-end multi-family residential, and activation 

along the waterfront also had positive reactions. Attendees typically rejected buildings 

over three stories, “kitschy” styles, highly modern architecture, and high-intensity 

commercial and industrial development. 

LESSONS LEARNED
Allowing the stakeholders to play an active role in the design process was vital to 

the charrette. After this exercise, attendees were much more receptive to the design 

team’s ideas and eager to give their input. Although the stickers were originally 

intended only for the Red Dot/Green Dot exercise, people began to use them pro-

actively to give their feedback throughout the entire charrette. Taking inventory of the 

desired programming and aesthetics for the Northwest Cape was useful in moving 

forward with the design. 

DAY ONE:
INPUT GATHERING EXERCISES
RED DOT/GREEN DOT EXERCISE





PREFERRED IMAGES
CANOPY





PREFERRED IMAGES
CIVIC PLACES





PREFERRED IMAGES
COMMERCIAL





PREFERRED IMAGES
CORRIDORS + CONNECTIONS





PREFERRED IMAGES
GREENWAYS + BLUEWAYS





PREFERRED IMAGES
HOUSING VARIETY + DIVERSITY





PREFERRED IMAGES
INFRASTRUCTURE





PREFERRED IMAGES
NATURAL LANDS





PREFERRED IMAGES
NEIGHBORHOOD CENTERS





PREFERRED IMAGES
PARKS + RECREATION





PREFERRED IMAGES
SCHOOLS





PREFERRED IMAGES
STREETS





PREFERRED IMAGES
TRANSPORTATION + MOBILITY





PREFERRED IMAGES
URBAN FORM





PREFERRED IMAGES
WALKABILITY





PREFERRED IMAGES
WATERFRONT ACTIVATION





DAY ONE:
NEIGHBORHOOD MAPPING

OVERALL CONCEPT
Attendees were asked to place a pin on a map of the Northwest Cape to indicate 

where they live. After doing so, attendees drew what they consider to be their 

“neighborhood.”

LESSONS LEARNED
Through this exercise, the design team was able to discern the average size, location, 

and nature of various neighborhoods throughout the Northwest Cape. Neighborhoods 

were typically bounded by the canal system and main arterial roads. This information 

was later used to locate potential neighborhood centers, activity nodes, and greenway 

connections.





DAY ONE:
WORD ASSOCIATION EXERCISE

OVERALL CONCEPT
Community stakeholders were asked to think of words and concepts that describe 

both the current state of the Northwest Sector and what they envision for the future.

COMMUNITY REACTION
Residents reported that Cape Coral is tranquil and has many wonderful natural 

qualities, but expressed that the current development pattern is unsustainable. They 

also claimed that the city is not walkable, and there is little sense of community.

Attendees commonly envisioned a more community-based NWC and 7 Islands area, 

conveying a desire for better walkability and neighborhood centers with small mixed-

use development destinations. Residents also imagined the natural preserve areas 

playing a greater role in the NWC, such as a greenway systems and opportunities for 

nature-based recreation. 

NOW

Barren

Scarce

Nature (Preserve)

Lacks Small Parks

Lacks Northern Access into 

Charlotte Harbor

Tranquil

Serene

No Street Lights

Vacant

Un-Sustainable

Suburban Sprawl

Boring

Dangerous (Pedestrian)

Desert

No Gathering Point

Potential

No Sense of Community

Nature (Man-Made)

Waterfront Neighborhood

FUTURE

Unique

Destination

Walkway Health Care Incentives

Scaled/Proper Development

Nature (Recreation)

Preserve

Water Taxi

Destination (7 Islands)

Park (Crystal Lake)

Walkable (Capes)

Raised Bridges - 14’ Access

Landscaping

Bike Connections over Canals 

(Neighborhood Connections)

Bike Trails

Kayak School/More Kayaks - Calmer

Minimize Noise/Light Pollution

Noise/Light Ordinance

Reduce Boat Traffic

Explorative Kayak Paths

Transformation (Charlotte Harbor)

No Re-Zoning

Beach (Charlotte Harbor + Crystal Lake)

Eliminate Bridges for Sailboat Access

Mixed Use

More Trees

Safety (Walkable)

Neighborhood Centers

Waterfront Dining

Boatable Communities

Park Extension

KEY WORDS





DAY ONE:
COMMUNITY ASPIRATIONS

OVERALL CONCEPT
In previous meetings with stakeholders and the City of Cape Coral, the design team 

kept record of various topics of discussion. Every time each subject was explored as a 

possibility for design, a dot was placed on a matrix to create a Community Aspirations 

board. This board was brought to the charrette, and charrette attendees were asked to 

place a check mark next to topics with which they agreed.

COMMUNITY REACTION
Community members placed strong emphasis on protection of natural resources and 

water quality, while also expressing a desire for more boating access and recreational 

opportunities. Attendees largely agreed that they would like to see the 7 Islands 

become a village center for the Northwest Cape, indicating waterfront restaurants, 

mixed-use development, and boardwalks as possible design opportunities.

CITY LEADERSHIP

Water quality issues

Public access to water

Waterfront development

Destination

Upscale residential

Restaurants

Kayak and SUP access

Boardwalk

Mid-rise potential

Coastal High Hazard, Sea level rise and FEMA concerns

Marine service facilities/Dockage

Mixed use

Park use/dog park

Plaza/public gathering area

Multi-family

Parking garage/vertical integration

Civic use

Commercial

Fishing

Boutique hotel

COMMUNITY STAKEHOLDERS

Sense of community

Incorporate parks

Improve Tropicana Park

2-3 stories

No interest in housing variety

No interest in apartments or affordable housing

No interest in single family housing

Public access

Boardwalk/Public

Not a private development

Waterfront restaurant

Marine service facilities/Dockage

Neighborhood goods and services

Improvement of Ceitus and Embers access; landscape, etc. 

Vertically integrated; structured parking

Boutique hotel

Themed islands
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7 ISLANDS
CITY LEADERSHIP

Better land use mix

Celebration of natural amenities and conservation lands

Enhance economic development; more developed

Residential mix

Commercial uses

Assess bridge removal or adjustments

Commercial nodes in proximity to residential

Parks and open space

Bicycle access

Mass transit

TOD

Street lighting

Roadway landscape

Water quality

Habitat enhancement, wetland protection

Beach element in park area

Coastal High Hazard

Crystal Lake Park opportunity

COMMUNITY STAKEHOLDERS

Spreader canal access

Sense of community

Nodes

Coastal High Hazard

Boat access

Crystal Lake Park opportunity

More bike paths

Street maintenance

Street improvements

Flood concern

Street lighting

Commercial

Schools

Civic/Institutional

Strategic bridge removal to increase large boat access

Spreader canal manatee zone

Filter marsh

Matlacha strip as mitigation

NW boat access to beach and Charlotte Harbor

Sidewalk access throughout NW Cape

Variety of park types and uses

Water taxi

Incentive-based plan to encourage sidewalk useage

Increased plant life/tree canopy

Retain tranquil/serene qualities

Create unique place

Destination

Sustainable growth

Neighborhood connections over canals

Minimize noise/light pollution

No interest in re-zoning
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NW SECTOR

ENVIRONMENTAL AGENCY INPUT

NW Cape Filter Marsh Conceptual Plan/Acquisition Plan

Water Quality, Water Quantity and Peak/Point Discharge

Charlotte Harbor Flatwoods Vital Tidal Creeks Project

Yucca Pens Hydrologic Restoration Plan

Water Quality in Matlacha Pass is in a downward trend

Sea Level Rise (1” per decade)

Mangrove as land builders
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NW CAPE CORAL + 7 ISLANDS

DEVELOPMENT COMMUNITY INPUT

Boat access

Marine services

Lack of visibility

Lack of direct access to primary markets

Vertically integrated uses

Building height key; 5-6 fl oors

12

5

2

2

3

1

NWNA SUMMARY // 7 ISLAND SURVEY

(61% OF MEMBERSHIP)

Waterfront Dining

Park use

Single Family Homes

66.5%

70%

59.8%

8

4

7





DESIGN DAY

DESIGN SESSION 
From the information gained during the previous night’s stakeholder input session, the design 

team created a conceptual master plan for the Northwest Cape and two concept plans for the 

7 Islands.

STAKEHOLDER REVIEW 
In the evening, the design session was re-opened to the public. The team summarized the 

findings from the previous night, and then presented the conceptual designs. Team members 

were placed at each station to answer questions and gather feedback from the community 

stakeholders

PUBLIC CHARRETTE:
DAY TWO

NOVEMBER 5, 2015



NORTHWEST CAPE:
VISION PLAN

COMPATIBILITY CONNECTIVITY

INVENTORY

CONTEXT

NORMATIVE 
PLANNING INTERVIEWS

VISION PLAN
+

7 ISLANDS
ALTERNATIVES

CHARRETTE
DESIGN

OPTIONS



CREATING PLACE

7 ISLANDS AS THE VILLAGE CENTER
Heart, Destination, Beautiful Mixed Use

 + Specialty retail, neighborhood services

 + Boutique Hotel

 + Residential Mix

 + Office

 + Parks

 + Waterfront Activation

NW CAPE MIXED ACTIVITY NODES
 + Neighborhood services

 + Residential mix

 + Office

LANDSCAPE CHARACTER
 + Maintained Coastal

 + Natural Coastal

 + Canopy

491 PORTFOLIO
Used to create development opportunities to 

create place

THE THREE Cs:  
CONTEXT





OPPORTUNITIES

EXISTING GRID
Maintain and enhance (Arterial/Collector/Bridges/Local)

 + Connectivity, not exclusivity

WALKABILITY
 + Provide sidewalks

 + Integrate trails/take advantage of east/west corridor widths (100’ R.O.W.) and waterfront

PARKS
 + Neighborhood connections to parks

 + Trails and linear parks create green connections

 + Parks along Spreader Canal/7 Islands Area

ENVIRONMENTAL CONNECTIVITY
 + Enhance flow-ways

 + Provide human connectivity to environmental lands/Matlacha pass

 + Land swaps to create and enhance environmental lands

CONNECTIVITY/ACCESS TO NEIGHBORHOOD SERVICES
 + Access to village core

 + Access to neighborhoods

INFRASTRUCTURE
 + Basic utility service: water/sewer, street lights/light pollution

 + Stormwater/drainage

LID (Low Impact Development Strategies)

Roadway improvements/Stormwater enhancements

SCHOOLS/NEIGHBORHOOD SCHOOLS

491 PORTFOLIO
 + Used to enhance connectivity opportunities

THE THREE Cs:  
CONNECTIVITY



CONNECTIVITY OPPORTUNITIES
Areas were identified as possible locations for 

neighborhood parks, mixed-use nodes, and 

conservation lands.



MOBILITY OPPORTUNITIES
The existing street network was analyzed for 

potential increased connectivity. Collector 

roads were identified as opportunities for 

complete streets and bridge enhancements.





THE THREE Cs:  
CONNECTIVITY

LAND SWAPS

OVERALL CONCEPT
Land swaps were explored as an opportunity to make vital connections between 

conservation areas and restore the natural features of Cape Coral.



PARKWAY/TRAIL SYSTEM - OPTION 1

PARKWAY/TRAIL SYSTEM - OPTION 2

EXISTING CONDITIONS

PARKWAY ANALYSIS

OLD BURNT STORE ROAD OLD BURNT STORE ROAD



PARKWAYS

EXISTING CONDITIONS
Old Burnt Store Road and other parkways currently consist of two 15’ travel lanes 

with 5’ bike lanes separated by a 20’ median. During the charrette, many residents 

expressed that these streets were unsafe for pedestrians due to speeding motorists.  

Along with the other major collector roads, Old Burnt Store has a 100’ right-of-way, 

providing ample opportunity for increased walkability and improvement.

PROPOSED IMPROVEMENTS
The design team proposed the transformation of Old Burnt Store Road into a 

“complete street.” The central median would be removed, pushing the lanes together 

and making use of otherwise dead space. Street trees, sidewalks, multi-use trails, and 

bioswales would create a walkable linear park system spanning the length of Old Burnt 

Store Road.

LOCAL ROADS

EXISTING CONDITIONS
The local roads currently have a 60’ right-of-way with no sidewalks or bike lanes. 

While walking along these roads is relatively safe, there is little tree canopy and no 

designated pedestrian space.

PROPOSED IMPROVEMENTS
The design team proposed adding bioswales, street trees, and 5’ sidewalks along 

both sides of the local roads, creating a pleasant walking environment, increasing plant 

life, and allowing for stormwater filtration.

THE THREE Cs:  
CONNECTIVITY

LOCAL ROADS DESIGNLOCAL ROADS EXISTING CONDITIONS

drainage swale

sidewalk

street trees



SELECT BRIDGE REMOVAL
W/ PEDESTRIAN ACCESS

SELECT BRIDGE REMOVAL
W/ NO PEDESTRIAN ACCESS



THE THREE Cs:  
CONNECTIVITY

BRIDGE CLOSURE STUDIES

OVERALL CONCEPT
Bridge removal and improvement were explored as options for increasing large 

boat and sailboat access to the canals. However, bridge removal would cut off the 

connectivity established by the existing street grid and limit access to the 7 Islands. 

There was also opportunity to create raised pedestrian and bike access over the 

canals to retain connectivity while increasing large boat access. 

COMMUNITY REACTION
The opinions from the stakeholders were mixed. Many enjoyed the prospect of 

opening the canals to larger boats, but the limited access to Old Burnt Store Road and 

the 7 Islands was met with displeasure by others.

TOTAL BRIDGE REMOVAL
W/ PEDESTRIAN ACCESS





THE THREE Cs:  
COMPATIBILITY

URBAN FORM/PLACEMAKING

COMPATIBILITY: ELEMENTS
• SCALE

 + Building height

 + Public realm: Streets, Parks, Urban Plazas

 + Massing

• CHARACTER
 + Refined Coastal

• USES
 + Residential

 + Commercial

 + Mixed-Use

 + Civic

 + Waterfront Activation

Urban form associated with waterfront

Boardwalks

Pedestrian connections

Parks

Boating activity

Retail: Restaurant opportunities

Commercial recreation

SUSTAINABILITY

• ECONOMIC
 + 491 Portfolio Opportunity

• ENVIRONMENTAL
 + Stormwater

 + Connections

 + Restoration

• SOCIAL
 + Connections

 + Nodes

 + Neighborhood Centers

 + Parks



NORTH BOOKEND:
PUBLIC SPACE

ACCESS

BOAT SLIPS

BOARDWALK

MIXED-USE
RETAIL, OFFICE, 
+ RESIDENTIAL

POTENTIAL BRIDGE
ENHANCEMENTS



0 200 400

TRADITIONAL GRID

OVERALL CONCEPT
Concept A explores the possibility of a traditional grid-based mixed-use development 

flanked by waterfront park space. The team proposed backfilling the coves between 

the 7 Islands to create more space for multi-family residential, townhouse, resort, and 

commercial village centers.

Key to this concept is the location of two park bookends and the establishment of a 

defined public realm element along the waters’ edge.

THE 7 ISLANDS  
CONCEPT A

ACCESS

COTTAGES

LANDSCAPE
BUFFER ACCESS

COMPLETE
STREET DESIGN

SOUTH BOOKEND:
PUBLIC SPACEMIXED-USEINTERNAL

STREET



ACCESS COVE

ACCESS
ENHANCED

BRIDGE

WETLAND/
RESTORATION 

AREA

INTERNAL
PARK

BRIDGE

INTERNAL 
SPINE ROAD

BOAT SLIPS



ORGANIC FORM

OVERALL CONCEPT
Concept B explores a more naturalized approach to the village center, proposing a 

more organic form. The edges of the islands and two of the existing coves would be 

preserved and enhanced with native restoration planting and passive park space. 

Three entry points along Old Burnt Store Road would give access to proposed 

townhomes, resort/rental cottages, and a mixed-use village center.

This concept is highlighted by a combination of public realm elements to include 

boardwalks, environmental restoration, limited back-filling of coves, residential, and 

mixed-use product.

THE 7 ISLANDS  
CONCEPT B

0 200 400

DOCK AREAACCESSCOVE

COMPLETE
STREET

BUFFERS

PUBLIC SPACEPUBLIC REALM

DRAW
BRIDGE





MATLACHA PASS:  
MANATEE PARK

MITIGATION

OVERALL CONCEPT
The design team proposed enhancing the existing park space along Pine Island 

Road to create an oxbow area for the Northwest Spreader Canal. This would provide 

an opportunity for mangrove and salt marsh restoration, as well as a sanctuary for 

manatees other estuarine wildlife. Passive recreation such as picnic areas, boardwalks, 

and a fishing dock would also be provided.





DAY TWO:  
COMMUNITY FEEDBACK

OVERALL FINDINGS

OVERALL SECTOR PLAN
The community stakeholder response to the master plan was overwhelmingly positive. 

The charrette participants endorsed the idea of improved walkability and green 

connections between conservation areas. 

7 ISLANDS
Overall, attendees preferred Option B to Option A. The community stakeholders were 

generally against backfilling the coves and preferred a more naturalized design. Many 

were also hesitant towards allowing buildings over two stories and concerned about 

possible noise from restaurants. The idea of combining the positive elements of each 

concept into a single design was met favorably with the community. 

MATLACHA PASS MANATEE PARK
The Manatee Park had a generally positive community reaction. The community 

members enjoyed the concept of creating a peaceful park space that would improve 

water quality while providing wildlife opportunities.





DESIGN SESSION - CONCEPT REFINEMENT
The design team used the feedback from the previous night’s session to refine the conceptual 

designs into a Northwest Cape Master Plan and 7 Islands Village Center Plan.

STAKEHOLDER REVIEW
The designs were presented at a final stakeholder session to receive feedback before the 

designs are finalized for presentation to the City of Cape Coral Council.

PUBLIC CHARRETTE:
DAY THREE

NOVEMBER 6, 2015





GREENWAY SYSTEM

An overall Master Plan for the Northwest Cape was revised and refined according to 

the topics of interest in throughout the charrette process. Greenway systems, street 

improvements, conservation corridors, flow way enhancements, opportunities for 

access to Charlotte Harbor, neighborhood centers, commercial nodes, gateways, and 

the 7 Islands Village were all identified on the Master Plan as areas of interest.

NW CAPE  
VISION PLAN



ROADWAY IMPROVEMENTS
PROPOSED PARKWAY



ROADWAY IMPROVEMENTS
PROPOSED LOCAL ROADS
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ENHANCED 
BRIDGEBEACH
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ACCESS
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TOWNHOMES



7 ISLANDS AS A VILLAGE CENTER

Both concepts from the previous night’s presentation were combined to create a 

design plan for the 7 Islands Village Center. Townhomes, mixed-use, multi-family 

residential, commercial, and park space were explored in greater detail. A community 

club would provide a civic center for the Northwest Cape, providing opportunities for 

meeting space, pool facilities, and other neighborhood amenities. The design team 

proposed creating tidal creeks between the inner coves and the Northwest Spreader 

Canal, allowing for increased water circulation. Boardwalk systems would stretch 

along the edges of the islands for a peaceful pedestrian experience, intertwining with 

mangrove restoration, park space, and proposed beaches for water access.

THE 7 ISLANDS  
COMBINED CONCEPTS A + B

0 200 400
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7 ISLANDS SECTION
FIVE-STORY

7 ISLANDS SECTION
TWO-STORY

7 ISLANDS SECTION
THREE-STORY
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